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The meeting was organized by Kolumban Hutter (Darmstadt), Ingo M�uller (Berlin) and

Lev Truskinovsky (Minneapolis). There were 46 partiipants, of whih 33 presented talks

during the morning and afternoon sessions.

The meeting was foused on researhes in the broad �eld of thermodynami material

theories. The talks were onduted on main topis involving

� extended thermodynamis,

� phase transitions,

� nonlinear elastiity,

� plastiity,

� miro- and maromehanis of rystals,

� relativisti mehanis,

� stability, homogenization, existene of solutions.

An after-dinner talk on Granular Materials was presented by K. Hutter. It was a leture

{ exposed by means of photographs and laboratory experiments { on unsolved problems

in avalanhes of snow and debris, a�eting human life and our environment.

Friday morning was devoted mostly to the presentation of some open problems in ther-

modynamis of materials.

The o�ee and lunh breaks and, not at last, the random disposal of the partiipants

around the tables in the dining-room, enouraged fruitful individual disussions. Many

thanks are addressed to the MFO sta� for the pleasant atmosphere and exellent working

onditions.

The meeting turned out to be an illustrative example of ooperative researh involving

the �elds of mehanis and pure mathematis. The abstrats of the talks are given below

in alphabetial order.
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Abstrats

Justi�ation of homogenized models for visoplasti bodies with

mirostruture

HANS-DIETER ALBER (DARMSTADT)

We disuss the homogenization of the quasi-stati initial-boundary value problem with

internal variables, alled the mirosopi problem, whih models the behaviour of visoplas-

ti bodies at small deformations. This problem onsists of the equations
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is the displaement of the material point x 2 
 at time t, T

�

(x; t) is the

Cauhy stress tensor, and z
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is the vetor of internal variables. It is assumed that

the elastiity tensor D[ y℄ and the \onstitutive funtion" z ! g(y; z) depend periodially

on the variable y 2 R

3

, whih implies that the body modelled by the equations above has

a periodi mirostruture with the saling parameter � > 0. Also, z ! Bz = "

p

is a linear

mapping, whih assigns the plasti strain tensor "

p

to the vetor z of internal variables,

and L is a positive semi-de�nite N �N{matrix.

We show that under suitable assumptions stated below the homogenized system for-

mally derived from this initial-boundary value problem is justi�ed: To this end it is �rst

shown that the homogenized system has a solution (u
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is formed, and it is shown that the di�erene of the exat solution (u

�

; T

�

; z

�

) and the

asymptoti solution tends to zero if the saling parameter � tends to zero.

Our results are proved for visoplasti material behaviour that an be modelled by

onstitutive equations of monotone type with linear hardening terms. Moreover, we are

only able to prove the onvergene result loally in time and for smooth data. The reason

for this last strong restrition lies in a tehnial problem: At one plae in the proof the

\energy method" of Tartar is used. The regularity properties for the asymptoti series

solution required by this method are not satis�ed by the global solution (u

0

; u

1

; T

0

; z

0

) of

the homogenized problem; this restrits the result to loal smooth solutions.

We surmise however, that the result an be extended to global solutions, possibly with

a weaker onvergene estimate.
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On the struture of equations of marophysis

VICTOR BERDICHEVSKY (DETROIT)

It was �rmly established that equations of maro-physis must obey to the �rst and

the seond laws of thermodynamis. Are there other onstraints? First suh additional

onstraint for linear equations was found by Onsager. It follows from reversibility of miro-

motion. This talk aims to show that there is muh more rih struture of maro-equations

whih follows from Hamiltonian struture of miro-equations and holds for both linear and

nonlinear ases.

A relativisti derivation of some nonlinear limited ux di�usion equations

YANN BRENIER (NICE)

Nonlinear limited ux di�usion equations are well-known in the �eld of radiation hydro-

dynamis. They are supposed to desribe interation of photons and matter. A typial

example is
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;

where  is the speed of light and � is a di�usion oeÆient. This equation has a �nite speed

of propagation . In my talk I show how (1) an be derived from the sheme designed by

Kinderlehrer-Jordan and Otto (SIAM Math. Anal. 29, 1998), provided the "kineti energy

distane" (the so alled Wanerstein distane) is replaed by its relativisti ounterpart.

Pattern formation in rate-independent plastiity

PAOLO CERMELLI (TORINO)

I have presented a model for the formation of disloation ells and walls in the frame-

work of rate-independent plastiity. The disloation densities are introdued as primitive

quantities related to the rystallographi struture of the material. These satisfy evolution

equations whih redue to quasilinear paraboli PDEs with mobility proportional to the

slip veloities. The model generalizes Kok's law for hardening to situations in whih the

disloation densities are not uniform. Numerial simulations are also presented, whih

show the formation of ells in double slip.

Reonstrutive phase transformations

SERGIO CONTI (LEIPZIG)

We study reonstrutive phase transformations in rystals, in whih the parent and

the produt latties have arithmeti symmetry groups admitting no �nite supergroup, the

best known example of whih is f-to-b in iron. We desribe maximal Eriksen-Pitteri

neighbourhoods, whih haraterize weak transformations. Foussing for simpliity to a

2D setting, we show how to onstrut a lass of strain-energy funtions whih have the

full GL(2; Z) invariane, and are suitable e.g. for the study of the square-to-triangular

reonstrutive transition. Numerial simulations based on this energy illustrate the relation

between reonstrutive transitions, disloations and plastiity in rystals.
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On the Beker D�oring theory of nuleation

WOLFGANG DREYER (BERLIN)

The Beker D�oring (BD) model desribes the evolution of droplets by two simple pro-

esses: A droplet with � atoms grows or shrinks by adding or subtrating a single atom,

respetively.

Originally the BD model was designed to desribe the evolution of liquid droplets whih

are in ontat with a gas. Today it has beome very popular to apply the model to the

evolution of preipitates in solids. Our motivation to restudy the BD model results from

the objetive to simulate an elaborate proess in single rystal gallium arsenide, where

di�usion might lead to the formation of liquid arseni droplets.

The underlying physis is embodied in the two transition rates for growth and evapora-

tion appearing in the BD model and we determine these as follows: At �rst we start with

the simple example of a single droplet in ontat with its vapour. We argue thermody-

namially as well as kinetially to alulate the transition rates. Next we transform these

transition rates into an alternative but equivalent form, so that only terms appear whih

do not refer to the ideal gas example anymore. In the third step, the resulting transition

is generalized to the ase of a liquid droplet in ontat with solid matter.

There are two reasons why the transition rates from a single droplet model an not simply

be transferred to the many droplets model by summing up single droplet ontributions.

1.)The free energy of mixing must be introdued additively, so that spontaneous nuleation

whih is not inluded in the single droplet beomes possible. 2.) The ratio of the rates is

uniquely determined by the seond law of thermodynamis, and this ratio is di�erent in

the single and in the many droplets model.

Fluid Mehanis with internal inertia

SERGEY GAVRILYUK (MARSEILLE)

We study a lass of dispersive Lagrangian models inluding, in partiular, bubbly uid

and shallow water models. We prove the analogs of well-known theorems of Fluid Me-

hanis for suh models (Cauhy, Lagrange, Kelvin, et.) and present some new partiular

solutions.

E�et of interfaial energy on binary phase diagrams

YONGZHONG HUO (SHANGHAI)

Interfaial energies a�et the equilibrium in a binary solution or a binary alloy in whih

two phases oexist, e.g. liquid and vapour or solid and liquid. The riterion for equilibrium

is provided by a minimum of the available free energy. The free energy is a funtion of

* the densities of the onstituents

* the mol frations in the phases

* the number of interfaes, and

* the phase fration.

Under simplifying assumptions, i.e. when interfaial energies are ignored, the minimum

of availability is determined by the ommon tangent rule for the Gibbs free enthalpies of

the two phases. When the ommon tangent is projeted into a (pressure, mol fration)-

diagram, a phase diagram results whih - in the simplest ase - is haraterized by a single
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two phase region. In a more omplex ase, haraterized by the ourrene of a heat

of mixing in the liquid phase, the well-known euteti diagram ours whih exhibits a

misibility gap in the liquid and a triple point, the so-alled euteti point.

One interfaial energies are taken into aount, the two-phase regions beome smaller

and the euteti point extends into a line element.

Moreover, the interfaial energies are the ause of nuleation barriers and the new phe-

nomenon of the reation of kernels ours, i.e. smallest entities of the new phase preipi-

tating in a hitherto single-phase body.

Avalanhing ows of snow, debris and mud { geophysial systems between

order and disorder of matter

KOLUMBAN HUTTER (DARMSTADT)

Avalanhes of snow, debris and mud are dynamial systems that, depending upon the

onditions of loading may behave as solids or uids or gases. This provides the basis

for a rih behaviour between order and haos. We begin by desribing the distinguished

features of granular materials suh as dilatany, solid, uid and gase-like behaviour. We

point out the role of the interstitial uid if it is present, disuss Coulomb frition inside

the material as well as at the boundaries and address liquefation or uidisation and

partile size separation. All this will be illustrated, partly with photographs from natural

events and partly with table experiments and videos. These typial features point at

forms of desriptive models whih will briey be disussed.The talk ends with a number of

experiments on ow-avalanhes and shok formation in suh ows.

Maximum entropy and onsistent order ET

MICHAEL JUNK (KAISERSLAUTERN)

The onsistent order moment system introdued by M�uller, Reitebuh and Weiss is

investigated and several strutural features are presented: under suitable assumptions on

the hosen polynomial weight funtions, whih de�ne the moment variables of the system,

Galilean invariane is reovered. Moreover, if the polynomial weights are saling invariant,

the system an be transformed into divergene form whih is neessary to obtain a weak

formulation. A further property is the onsisteny of the losure with the assumption

of an exponential phase density. This density is obtained by solving a suitably de�ned

maximum entropy moment problem, but sine the set of moment onstraints is non-onvex,

the maximum entropy approah fails to provide a nie entropy struture for the moment

systems.

Constitutive modelling of ferroeletri eramis

MARC KAMLAH (KARLSRUHE)

The piezoeletri e�et is exploited by the poled state of ferroeletri eramis. In the

reent deade, there has been an inreasing need to model their nonlinear, eletromeha-

nially oupled onstitutive behaviour.

To begin with, the basi mirosopi mehanisms found in the material and the hysteresis

phenomena resulting on the marosopi sale are disussed. Then, a general framework

for onstitutive models for ferroeletri eramis is skethed, aounting for the reent
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disussion in literature. A spei� model formulation with respet to the hoie of mi-

rosopially motivated internal variables representing the state of the mirostruture is

motivated. The basi model properties are disussed.

Moleular dynami simulations of austenite $ martensite transitions in

2D { phase stability and the priniple of entropi stabilization

OLIVER KASTNER (BERLIN)

A 2-dimensional moleular-dynami model for the investigation of rystalline phase tran-

sitions is presented. The model is based on the equations of motion, and Lenard Jones

potential funtions are employed.

Two types of atoms may reate a stable square lattie, whih is alled the austeniti

phase. It may transform into sheared variants, whih represent martensiti phases.

In numerial experiments { examples are presented on a display sreen during the talk

{ it is shown that the stability of the austeniti phase depends on temperature. One

stability is lost, the resultant phase transition exhibits strong similarities to martensiti

transformations as they are known from shape memory alloys.

The temperature dependene of phase stability may be explained by the priniple of en-

tropi stabilization: Martensite is energetially more favourable, sine it provides minimal

internal energy U . Austenite, however, is entropially more favourable, sine it provides

maximal entropy S. The ompetition of both quantities is reeted in the free energy

F = U �TS, whih has to be minimal in phase equilibrium. Temperature T plays the role

of a weight fator, whih determines the inuene of entropy.

The thermodynami material properties of a small test body are numerially measured

in tensile experiments. The free energy of the body is then determined from these data.

Consequently the thermodynami riterion of phase stability may be investigated.

Aspets of mehanis in material spae

REINHOLD KIENZLER (BREMEN)

(joint work with G. Herrmann (Davos))

Remarkable hidden interrelations an be shown to exist between some fundamental prin-

iples of ontinuummehanis if a four-dimensional formalism is used, e. g., if time is plaed

on the same footing as spae. To exhibit these properties, the speial theory of relativity

supplies the proper framework. The fully relativisti energy-momentum tensor and the

assoiated Euler-Lagrange equations are formulated for an elasti solid and for a perfet

uid as a limiting ase. Approximate relativisti balane and onservation laws are then

derived by expanding the exat relativisti relations in series of powers of the ratio of the

veloity of motion to the veloity of light. Several orders of approximation are examined in

detail, employing both the Eulerian and the Lagrangian desription. This permits to gain

new insight into the interrelated struture of the basi laws of ontinuum mehanis, suh

as the balane (or onservation) of mass, energy, physial (linear) momentum and material

(linear) momentum. As a by-produt, a hierarhy of approximate theories of ontinua is

established whose veloity of motion is omparable to the veloity of light.

Keywords: ontinuum mehanis, speial theory of relativity, balane and onservation

laws.
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Aspets of spatial evolution in some equations of ontinuum physis

ROBIN JOHN KNOPS (EDINBURGH)

The equilibrium equations for a nonlinear elasti ylinder exhibit a quasi-hamiltonian

struture when the axial variable is regarded as a surrogate for time. It follows that be-

haviour in suesive ross-setions orresponds to evolution with respet to "time", while

data spei�ed on the base orrespond to initial data. (The Cauhy problem is non-standard

and indeed is ill posed sine the equations remain ellipti.) Moreover, the "dynamial"

struture suggests a relationship with Liapunov stability theory enabling various energy

uxes over plane ross-setions to be interpreted as "Liapunov" funtions, although the

derivatives and not the funtions themselves now are non-negative. "Asymptoti instabil-

ity" and "asymptoti stability" are equivalent to growth and deay with respet to large

values of the axial variable. Suh alternative "spatial evolution" aords with the lassial

Phragmen-Lindel�of priniple of potential theory, and, in partiular, the deay omponent

relates to Saint-Venant's priniple, important in studies of boundary layers and similar

edge e�ets.

These ideas were applied to ellipti equations by Payne and Weinberger (1959) and

were later further developed by several other authors espeially in the ontext of elastiity.

It is these later developments that are desribed here, largely for a linear anisotropi

nonhomogeneous elasti ylinder. Only �xed lateral boundary onditions are onsidered

either for ease of presentation or beause the orresponding problems with a free lateral

surfae still await resolution. Of ourse, several other tehniques have been employed in the

investigation of Saint-Venant's priniple and similar e�ets. One, however, that is losely

allied to that under present disussion uses bulk (volume) energy measures and originated

with Toupin (1965) and Knowles (1966). Nevertheless, the method based upon surfae

measures is preferred as it more transparently reets the quasi-hamiltonian struture and

does not obsure alternative behaviour.

The essene of the tehnique is a �rst order di�erential inequality for the surfae energy

ux. Integration generates estimates for alternative growth and deay in the form of

exponentially inreasing and dereasing lower and upper bounds respetively. The growth

and deay rates depend expliitly upon the material parameters and the ross-setional

geometry, whereas the amplitude in the estimates additionally depends impliitly upon

the base data. A subsidiary alulation is required to obtain an expliit dependene.

Estimates may also be obtained for the deay of the mean-square displaement, strain,

stress and displaement gradient. Extensions of the method to inompressible elastiity

and non-steady Stokes ow are skethed and introdue the new feature of requiring two or

more "Liapunov" funtions.

It is shown how the same general approah may be applied to non-ylindrial regions

inluding those with non-ompat boundary, and with the plane surfaes for the energy ux

replaed by level of parallel surfaes. This leads to the onsideration of transverse deay

in the elasti ylinder. The same approah also may be adapted to establish ontinuous

dependene of the deay behaviour on the elastiities and on the base geometry for a

ylinder. Briey disussed is a seletion of other problems in related �elds of ontinuum

physis that are amenable to the analysis, inluding some from linear elastodynamis.
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Irreversible proesses in osmologial models

GILBERTO M. KREMER (CURITIBA)

By using the thermodynami theory of irreversible proesses and Einstein general rela-

tivity, a osmologial model is proposed where the early Universe is onsidered as a mixture

of a salar �eld (inaton) with a matter �eld (partiles). The partile prodution proess is

represented by a non-equilibrium pressure in the energy-momentum tensor. The dynami

equations of the inaton and the Einstein �eld equations determine the time evolution of

the osmi sale fator, the Hubble parameter, the aeleration and of the energy densities

of the inaton and matter. It is shown that in some regimes the aeleration is positive

whih simulates an ination. The aeleration dereases and tends to zero in the instant

of time where the energy density of the matter attains its maximum value.

We onsider the present Universe as a mixture of a salar �eld (dark energy) with a

matter �eld (old dark matter and baryons). The irreversible proesses are also represented

by a non-equilibrium pressure term in the energy-momentum tensor. In this ase it is shown

that a present aeleration with a past deeleration is a possible solution of the Friedmann

equation. The dark energy density deays more slowly with respet to the time than the

matter energy density does. The inlusion of the non-equilibrium pressure leads to a less

pronouned deay of the matter �eld with a shorter period of past deeleration.

Frature mehanial and miromehanial modelling of

thermo-eletro-mehanial materials

MEINHARD KUNA (FREIBERG)

The widespread appliation of piezoeletri and pyroeletri materials used as sensors

or atuators in mehatroni, miroeletroni and smart strutures requires high strength

and reliability under eletrial, mehanial and thermal loads.

An introdution is given into the basi oupled anisotropi thermal, eletrostati and

elasti onstitutive equations for these materials. The singular behaviour of the oupled

thermo-eletro-mehanial �elds at rak tips is disussed. Frature mehanis onepts for

the assessment of raks in the above mentioned strutures are presented. Finite-element-

methods are reported to ompute the oupled �eld problem and to determine the frature

ontrolling parameters.

Furthermore, a miromehanial model is presented for the frature proess zone in

ferroeletri/ferroelasti materials, taking into aount the non-linear domain swithing

phenomena. It explains the inuene of the eletri �eld on the frature toughness of these

materials.

Nuleation of disloations and Kosterlitz-Thouless transition

KHANH CHAU LE (BOCHUM)

Thermal nuleation of srew disloations in 2-D ase is studied. We present the proba-

bility of N disloation pairs to appear as a limit value of some funtional integral and �nd

an approximate value of this limit. The probability distribution of disloation positions

is studied within the same approximation. For small disloation onentration the transi-

tion is of Kosterlitz-Thouless type, while at larger disloation onentration the transition

orresponds to nuleation of dipoles whih remain bounded.
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Energeti formulations for inelasti material behaviour

ALEXANDER MIELKE (STUTTGART)

The theory of standard generalized materials is based on two onstitutive funtions,

namely the stored{energy density  =  (x; F; z) and the dissipation potential � =

�(x; z; _z). Here F = D� is the deformation gradient and z denotes the internal variables.

The equations take the form
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where the �rst line is the elasti equilibrium ondition and the seond line is the balane for

the internal onjugate fores (whih is equivalent to the ow rule). For rate independent
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We replae the above system by the weaker energeti formulation given via

stability (S) and energy inequality (E).

A pair of funtions (�; z)[0; T ℄�
! R�Z is alled solution of the energeti formulation,

if for all 0 � s < t � T we have:
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The exibility of the energeti formulation allows for appliations in ontinuum mehan-

is. The advantages are: (i) no derivatives of the solutions (D�; z) and of the onstitutive

funtions  and � are required and (ii) there exists a natural inremental problem whih

redues to minimizing E(t

k

; �; �)+D(z

k�1

; �).

All elastoplasti models with an assoiative ow rule an be put into our framework. In

the ase with �nite strain we let z = (P; p) 2 SL(3)�R and  (F; P; p) =

b

 (FP )+h(p). We

argue that many standard material do not lead to oerive or quasionvex problems and

hene the inremental problem will not be solvable in general, whih indiates loalization

or failure e�ets or leads to the formation of mirostruture. Finally, we provide an example

where existene an be shown.

Rigorous derivation of dimensionally redued models in nonlinear elastiity

STEFAN M

�

ULLER (LEIPZIG)

(joint work with G. Frieseke (Warwik), R.D. James (Minessota), and later also with

M.G. Mora (Leipzig))

We show how a hierarhy of two-dimensional theories, inluding the geometrially non-

linear Kirhho� theory, the F�oppl { von K�arm�an theory and its linearization an be rigor-

ously derived (as suitable �-limits) of three dimensional nonlinear elastiity. Our approah

is based on the saling of the energy (in powers of the thikness). A key ingredient is the

following nonlinear version of Korn's inequality.
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Theorem Let U be a bounded domain in IR

n

, n � 2, with Lipshitz boundary. Then for

every v : U ! IR

n

with rv 2 L

2

there exists a rotation R 2 SO(n) suh that

Z

U

jrv � Rj

2

dx � C(U)

Z

U

dist

2

(rv; SO(n)) dx :

This generalizes work of Fritz John (On rotation and strain, Comm. Pure Appl. Math.,

1961). He assumed in addition that v is loally Bilipshitz, an assumption whih does not

follow from �niteness of the elasti energy.

The approah an also be extended to shells and rods.

Stress-strain behaviour of elasti bars with ohesive energy

GIANPIETRO DEL PIERO (FERRARA)

Equilibrium on�gurations for one-dimensional elasti bars in a hard devie is onsidered.

Equilibrium on�gurations are identi�ed with stationary points of the energy, and the

energy is assumed to onsist of two parts, a bulk part depending on the deformation of the

bar as a ontinuum, and an interfaial part, in whih the "ohesive energy" is assumed to

depend on the magnitude of the disontinuities in the axial displaement.

Among equilibrium on�gurations, of interest are those whih are metastable, i.e., loal

minimizers of the energy. It is shown that the haraterization of loal minimizers an be

redued to the determination of the loal minimizers of a sequene of �nite-dimensional

problems, eah orresponding to a �xed number of disontinuities in the bar. Speial forms

of the interfae energy lead to the reprodution of di�erent well known lasses of material

behaviour: frature (dutile and brittle), damage, and plasti deformation.

A proposal for the geometry and kinematis of multilatties,

with appliation to the alpha-beta transition of quartz

MARIO PITTERI (PADOVA)

I provide an expliit, general framework for the kinematis of multilatties whih is an

alternative to one proposed earlier. The example given is the strutural transition of beta-

quartz, desribed by the 3-lattie model introdued by R.D. James (Vol. 3 of the IMA

Volumes in Mathematis and its Appliations, 1987). The analysis shows that, among

others, there are two trigonal trapezohedral low-symmetry produt phases, whih are mu-

tually orthogonal in a sense, and are both desribed by a 1-dimensional order parameter

spae. One of these is the alpha-phase as modelled by James. The other was obtained by

Eriksen (J. of Elastiity, 63, 2001) as an outome of the searh for a third quartz phase,

used to provide some rationale for the so-alled inommensurate phase introdued in the

physial literature to explain ertain peuliarities of the alpha-beta transition. Here the

geometry of the 3-lattie desribing this new phase is given in detail.
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Consistently ordered Extended Thermodynamis { appliation to

light sattering experiments

DANIEL REITEBUCH (BERLIN)

Extended Thermodynamis is needed for rapidly hanging �elds with steep gradients.

The new onsistently ordered Extended Thermodynamis makes this fat expliit by as-

signing orders of magnitudes to the moments in terms of steepness of gradients. Appliation

of suh a theory to a light sattering experiment leads to a spetrum of the sattered light.

Comparison with a referene spetrum allows to judge the quality of the theory. The

most obvious hoie for the referene spetrum is an experimental result. Suh results are

available, but not good enough for an aurate omparison. A powerful alternative for the

referene spetrum is an exat solution of the Boltzmann equation with the BGK ansatz

for the ollision prodution, that was found by Yip & Nelkin [Phys. Rev, 1964℄. The use

of this referene solution allows a very aurate omparison between di�erent theories of

extended thermodynamis, and it turns out that the auray inreases with an inreasing

number of �eld variables. Furthermore, the onsistent theories seem to be more eÆient

than the ones used before, sine they produe better results by use of a lesser number of

variables.

Stability problems in uid mehanis

SALVATORE RIONERO (NAPOLI)

Let

i) 
 be a Lebeasgue measurable domain;

ii) u(x; t), (x; t) 2 
�IR

+

, be a vetor valued funtion suh that u(x; t) 2 L

p


), 8 t � 0,

1 � p � 1;

iii)

~


(�; t) � 
 be the subdomain suh that x 2

~


(�; t)) ju(x; t)j > �, � being a positive

onstant;

iv) ~�(�; t) be the Lebesgue measure of

~


(�; t).

It is shown that { both in the ases 
 bounded, 
 unbounded { the inequality

~�(�; t) � �

�p

jju(x; t)jj

p

p

holds (jj jj

p

being the L

p

(
)-norm) and that the onditions guaranteeing the attrativity

with respet to the L

p

(
)-norm of a basi ow U of a dynamial system, guarantee the

attrativity ofU with respet to the L

1

(
)-norm. When the perturbations to the basi ow

U verify an energy relation like the one veri�ed by the weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes

equations, a methodology for obtaining the attrativity with respet to the L

1

(
)-norm,

in the ase 
 unbounded, is observed. An appliation to the nonlinear di�usion of a gas

in an unbounded porous domain, in the ase of the Dirihlet problem, is studied.
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Wave speeds in Extended Thermodynamis

TOMMASO RUGGERI (BOLOGNA)

The �rst motivation of Extended Thermodynamis was to solve the paradox of in�nite

veloity for the disturbanes that are present in the heat equation and in general in the

ase of ontinuum theories with Fourier, Navier-Stokes onstitutive equations.

In this review presentation �rst we introdue the losure method of modern Rational

Extended Thermodynamis for the Moment System assoiated to Boltzmann equation and

then we obtain a lower bound estimate for the maximum wave speed for a generi moment

system trunated at the tensorial order n. In partiular in the ase of lassial rare�ed gas

we prove that

(1)

�

max



s

�

s

6

5

�

n�

1

2

�

;

where 

s

is the sound veloity and �

max

is the maximum harateristi speed. The index

n is related to the number of moments through the relation

N =

1

6

(n + 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3) :

From (1) we dedue that �

max

beomes unbounded when the number of moments tends to

in�nity. Therefore we arrive to the onlusion that for all �nite number of moments �

max

is �nite (symmetri hyperboli system), but in the limit of n!1 , �

max

!1 !!

An analogous, but with more ompliated inequalities, an be done in the relativisti

framework:

1 �

�

2

max



2

�

2n� 1



K

n+1

()

K

n+2

()

;

where  is the light veloity, K

n

is the Bessel funtion and  =

m

2

KT

(K is the Boltzmann

onstant and T is the absolute temperature). Therefore when n ! 1, �

max

! . This

last result an be obtained also in the ase of degenerate gas, as Fermi and Bose gas.

On deformation indued anisotropy in the ontext of large strain

elasto-plastiity of metalli foams

INGO SCHMIDT (DARMSTADT)

Advanes in manufaturing tehnology have made metalli foams a potential andidate

for a number of engineering appliations ranging from energy absorption - to load bearing

sandwih strutures. Due to their spei� mirostruture and their apability of undergoing

very large { usually ompressive { strains, highly porous metalli foams develop pronouned

anisotropies in both elasti and plasti properties.

The presentation disusses some aspets of an internal-variable framework of plastiity

based on the multipliative deomposition of the deformation gradient F into an elasti

and a plasti part F = F

e

F

p

, whih is shown to result from the assumption of the existene

of an elasti range. It is shown that the use of tensorial internal variables renders the

free energy invariant with respet to hanges in the orthogonal part of F

p

and that this

invariane leads to a symmetri stress measure as the variable dual to the "plasti strain

rate "

:

F

p

F

�1

p

. Based on the onept of a representative volume element, a omputational

strategy is presented whih allows for the simulation of a (model-) material response to
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arbitrary straining paths, inluding in partiular ones that are not aessible in usual

experimental setups. The evolving elasti sti�nesses and yield surfaes are omputed for

seleted straining paths and the normality hypothesis is veri�ed. It is further shown that

elasti and plasti anisotropies are losely related to eah other.

Nonlinear stability in penetrative onvetion

BRIAN STRAUGHAN (DURHAM)

The phenomenon of penetrative onvetion in a uid or a saturated porous medium is

explained. Novel e�ets whih are due to the penetrative e�et are displayed. For example,

with two salt �elds and a temperature �eld it is shown osillatory and stationary onvetion

an our at the same ritial Rayleigh number, but di�erent wavenumbers. An interesting

array of streamline patterns is obtained for penetrative onvetion in water overlaying a

saturated porous medium. Finally, linear and unonditional nonlinear stability thresholds

are derived for a model due to R. Krishnamurti. This model ahieves a stable layer whih

is heated internally by radiation due to a sodium lamp.

Regularizations of Grad's 13 moment equations { derivation and linear

stability

HENNING STRUCHTRUP (VICTORIA)

A new method for losure of moment equations in kineti theory is proposed, whih an

be onsidered as a ombination of the method of moments of Grad, and the Chapman-

Enskog method. This method is used to give an alternative losure of Grad's 13 moment

equations. The new losure adds terms of Super-Burnett order (3rd order in the Knudsen

number) to the usual Grad equations. The resulting system of equations ontains paraboli

terms, and is thus of di�erent harater than the Grad equations whih are hyperboli.

A Chapman-Enskog-like expansion of the equations reveals that the new set of equations

indeed agrees with the Boltzmann equation up to the Super-Burnett level. However, other

than the Burnett and Super-Burnett equations, the new equations are linearly stable for

disturbanes of arbitrary wave length or frequeny.

Appliations of the equations with omparison to experiments are disussed in Torril-

hon's talk.

A new ontinuum theory of rystals inorporating mirosopi thermal

vibration and its appliations to wave propagation phenomena

MASARU SUGIYAMA (NAGOYA)

Mirosopi basi equations for analyzing nonequilibrium phenomena in 3-dimensional

enharmoni rystals latties at �nite temperatures are self-onsistently derived from the

Liouville equation by adopting both independent partile approximation and Gaussian

approximation.

Marosopi basi equations are also derived from the mirosopi basi equations by the

ontinuum approximation. The equations may also be regarded as new equations for �nite

deformation ontinuum theory inorporating mirosopi thermal vibration of onstituent

atoms.
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By using the mirosopi and marosopi basi equations, linear waves in rystals are

analyzed and disussed with speial attention to the ases at high temperatures near the

melting point.

Regularization of Grad's 13-moment-equations { appliations

MANUEL TORRILHON (Z

�

URICH)

Reently, a hybrid gas kineti approah (presented here in the talk of H. Struhtrup)

yielded a new system of �eld equations, alled regularized 13-moment-equations (R13),

supposed to desribe dilute gas ows. This talk presents results of the new system ap-

plied to the problems of sound waves, light sattering and shok waves. In all ases the

R13-system shows satisfying agreement with measurements, DSMC-simulations and ex-

at solutions, respetively. Furthermore the results are found to be superior to results of

lassial theories like the system of Navier-Stokes-Fourier or Grad's 13-moment-equations.

The R13-shok pro�le is smooth for any Mah number. By investigating the positivity of

Grad's distribution funtion inside the shok we also disuss the validity range of the new

theory.

Algebrai desription of dissipative systems

LUKASZ A. TURSKI (WARSAW)

I have presented a novel approah to the desription of the dissipative systems dynamis

whih is based on extension of the onepts known from sympleti dynamis. This method,

alled metripleti dynamis, ombines "Poisson brakets" with "dissipative brakets".

Formal presentation of the theory was illustrated on examples from various �elds of physis:

uid mehanis, spin dynamis and wave mehanis.

Biaxial order parameters in nemati liquid rystals

EPIFANIO G. VIRGA (PAVIA)

(joint work with G.E. Durand (Paris) and A.M. Sonnet (Glasgow))

By use of two order tensors and a simpli�ed mean-�eld model, we reover the lassial

sequene of phases: isotropi-uniaxial-biaxial, in a nematogeni material omposed of in-

trinsially biaxial moleules. Eah phase is pratially desribed by a single salar order

parameter, instead of the two needed in more general models. This simpli�ed model led

us to a new expression of the free energy, whih has the potential to desribe better the

diverse order reonstrutions observed experimentally.

Miro-marotransitions for granular materials. Estimations of porosity

dependene

KRZYSZTOF WILMANSKI (BERLIN)

A thermodynami derivation of a generalized Biot's model for porous materials is pre-

sented and some of its aousti properties are disussed. These are used in the evaluation

of in situ experiments in order to �nd a dependene of marosopi properties from the

porosity. The transition from mirosopi to marosopi properties is performed by use

of simple tests proposed by Biot and Willis. A rational sheme for this transition is devel-

oped.
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Modelling materials with a triple point { an alternative approah

to Landau theory

JOHANNES ZIMMER (PASADENA)

(joint work with P. Dondl (M�unhen))

A lass of energy funtions is derived for the triple point of zironia (ZrO

2

), where

tetragonal, orthorhombi (orthoI) and monolini phases are stable. After presenting a

simple framework to deal with the tetragonal-orthorhombi-monolini symmetry, an en-

ergy is �tted to the experimental data of zironia. Instead of the traditional Landau ansatz

(understood in the sense that the energy is onstruted of polynomials), we use the orbit

spae method. This enables us to deal in a very simple way with the symmetry ons-

traints. Moreover, in this framework it is easy to use a modular approah to derive an

energy funtion.

Edited by Ioana Lua
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